In this paper, we review a way to change nature of phase transition with annealing methods in mind. Annealing methods are regarded as a general technique to solve optimization problems efficiently. In annealing methods, we introduce a controllable parameter which represents a kind of fluctuation and decrease the parameter gradually. Annealing methods face with a difficulty when a phase transition point exists during the protocol. Then, it is important to develop a method to avoid the phase transition by introducing a new type of fluctuation. By taking the Potts model for instance, we review a way to change the phase transition nature. Although the method described in this paper does not succeed to avoid the phase transition, we believe that the concept of the method will be useful for optimization problems.
Introduction
Development of methods to solve optimization problems has been definitely a central issue in science. Optimization problems are spread in a wide area of science such as mathematics, physics, chemistry, biology, and information science. [1] [2] [3] [4] Moreover, since optimization problems relate to phenomena in real world and daily life, development of useful optimization methods contributes to growth of industry. Typical examples of optimization problems are designing of transportation system and that of integrated circuit. Optimization problems are expressed by mathematically well-defined models. In terms of mathematics, the goal of optimization problems is to find Here, x * is referred to as the best solution. When the cost function f (x) is defined by a simple form, we can easily differentiate f (x) and immediately obtain x * . In general, however, since f (x) is a complicated function in optimization problems, to obtain x * directly is difficult. Then, we should develop a method to obtain the best solution of optimization problems. There are many types of optimization problems. Depending on individual types of optimization problems, many efficient but specialized algorithms have been developed mainly in information science.
5
As mentioned above, to solve optimization problems corresponds to find the state x * which minimizes the cost function f (x). As will be shown later, we can relate a cost function to a Hamiltonian of spin system in most cases. In terms of physics, to solve optimization problems is to find the ground state of the corresponding Hamiltonian. Then, to obtain the best solution of optimization problems, we can use methods developed in physics. A generic algorithm was proposed in the context of physics, which imitates natural phenomena. The most famous one is called simulated annealing.
6-14
"Annealing" is a technical terminology in materials science. Annealing is a gradual cooling process of metal alloys and glassy materials to remove stress and defects after these materials are synthesized. The simulated annealing imitates the annealing in computer simulation, which is the origin of the terminology. In the simulated annealing, temperature is introduced into optimization problems as thermal fluctuation. In principle, the best solution can be obtained by decreasing the temperature gradually. 15 Since the simulated annealing is easy to implement, it has been often used in many optimization problems.
There is another typical fluctuation in physics -quantum fluctuation. Annealing method in which quantum fluctuation is controlled was also proposed. This method is called quantum annealing. [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] In the quantum annealing, a quantum field which represents quantum fluctuation effect is introduced into optimization problems, and we gradually decrease the quantum field. In principle, the best solution of optimization problems can be obtained as well as the simulated annealing. 29, 30 In fact, a quantum field in the quantum annealing plays a similar role with the temperature in the simulated annealing. Since the quantum annealing is easy to implement as the simulated annealing, it has been expected to be an alternative method to the simulated annealing. Efficiency of the quantum annealing has been demonstrated in respective optimization problems.
Annealing methods such as the simulated annealing and quantum an-nealing seem to be efficient in general. However, there is a serious crisis in annealing methods. It becomes difficult to obtain the best solution by these methods if a phase transition point exists in the process of annealing. Then, it is indispensable to develop a way to avoid the phase transition in optimization problems. In other words, we should discover an annealing process in which no phase transition point exists.
In order to control phase transition behavior on demand, we first should establish a microscopic mechanism to change nature of phase transition. To achieve the issue, we focus on the Potts model which has been used for analysis of phase transition with discrete symmetry breaking. 31, 32 The Potts model is a fundamental model in statistical physics and a straightforward generalization of the Ising model.
In this paper, we review a method to change nature of phase transition toward annealing methods. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2, we review optimization problems with discrete variables and show relation between optimization problems and discrete spin systems which are typical models in statistical physics. In Sec. 3, we explain annealing methods which have developed in physics and have been used to solve optimization problems. In Sec. 4, nature of phase transition is considered in a general way. In Sec. 5, we review properties and phase transition behavior of the Potts model with invisible states. In the Potts model with invisible states, the order of phase transition is changed by controlling the number of invisible states. Section 6 is devoted to conclusion and future perspective.
Optimization problems
Optimization problems relate to many real-world problems which are concerned with maximizing benefit or minimizing cost. As stated in Sec. 1, to solve optimization problems is to find the best solution x * := arg min
The cost function of most optimization problems with discrete variables can be represented by Hamiltonian of discrete spin systems such as the Ising model and its generalizations.
Here we explain how to express the traveling salesman problem using the Ising model. The traveling salesman problem is a typical optimization problem with discrete variables. [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] In the traveling salesman problem, the complete lists of cities and distances between two cities are given. Let N and ℓ i,j be the number of cities and the distance between the i-th and j-th cities (1 ≤ i, j ≤ N ), respectively. By definition, ℓ i,j = ℓ j,i . The traveling salesman problem is to find the shortest path under the following two conditions. The first one is that a traveller can pass through an individual city just one time. The second one is that a traveller finally returns to the initial city. In other words, the start point is the same as the end point. The cost function of traveling salesman problem is the length of path, which is represented by
where c a denotes the city where a traveller passes through at the a-th step.
Because of the second condition and ℓ i,j = ℓ j,i , we can choose the initial city arbitrary and c N +1 = c 1 should be satisfied. Then, the traveling salesman problem is to find {c a } N a=1 such that the cost function H has the minimum value. To express the cost function using a Hamiltonian of a discrete spin model, we introduce a new variable n i,a (= 0, 1) which represents the state of the i-th city at the a-th step. When a traveller passes through the ith city at the a-th step, n i,a = 1 whereas n i,a = 0 when a traveller passes through other city at the a-th step. The first condition of traveling salesman problem can be represented by
Obviously, since a traveller passes through only one city in a single step, the following condition should be satisfied:
Then, the cost function given by Eq. (1) is rewritten by
This cost function can be expressed by the Ising variable as
Here we used the correspondence between the variable n i,a and the Ising variable σ z i,a :
Then, the conditions given by Eqs. (2) and (3) are rewritten by
We can represent the cost function of traveling salesman problem by the Hamiltonian of Ising model with inhomogeneous interactions on N × N spins. The number of microscopic states of this system is O(2
. When the number of cities N is small, we can easily obtain the ground state by a brute force. However, since the number of microscopic states exponentially increases with N 2 , it is difficult to obtain the ground state of the system for large N .
Here, we focus on traveling salesman problem. As mentioned above, the cost function of most optimization problems can be represented by Hamiltonian of discrete spin systems with inhomogeneous interactions as well as the traveling salesman problem. Then, we often face with the same difficulty to solve optimization problems in general. We should develop an intelligent method to obtain the ground state. In information science, efficient but specialized algorithms have been developed to solve respective optimization problems. On the contrary, a generic algorithm was proposed in terms of physics. The most famous algorithm is simulated annealing which will be explained in the next section.
Annealing methods
In order to solve optimization problems, a generic algorithm called simulated annealing was proposed in a physical context. 6, 7 In the simulated annealing, we introduce the temperature into optimization problems. Since cost function of most optimization problems can be expressed by Hamiltonian of discrete spin systems, the temperature in optimization problem is well-defined. At high temperatures, all states are realized with almost the same probability. In contrast, at zero temperature, the system should be the ground state. Next we gradually decrease the temperature. In principle, the best solution of optimization problems can be definitely obtained when we decrease the temperature slow enough, which was mathematically proved. 15, 40 Any system is guaranteed to converge to the stable state in the limit of infinite time if the temperature is decreased in proportion to inverse of the logarithm of time or slower. Since the simulated annealing is easy to implement, it has been adopted for many optimization problems.
After the proposal of the simulated annealing, an alternative method to the simulated annealing -quantum annealing, was proposed.
17 As mentioned above, the simulated annealing can obtain the best solution of optimization problems by imitating thermal fluctuation effect. In contrast, the quantum annealing uses quantum fluctuation effect which is another fluctuation in nature. In the quantum annealing, we introduce a quantum field into optimization problems. For example, if a cost function of an optimization problem is described by the Ising model, we often introduce the transverse magnetic field as a quantum field. Next we decrease the quantum field gradually. The protocol of the quantum annealing is the same as that of the simulated annealing. Then, the quantum annealing is also easy to implement as well as the simulated annealing. In addition, the best solution of optimization problems can be definitely obtained when we decrease the quantum field slow enough. In Refs. 29 and 30, sufficient conditions for convergence of the quantum annealing were given. The strong ergodicity property is proved in three implementation methods of the quantum annealing for the transverse Ising model under a power decay of the transverse field. In Ref. 29 , the authors considered the cases of the path-integral Monte Carlo method and the Green's function Monte Carlo method. In Ref. 30 , the case of real-time Schrödinger equation was considered. The latter study is based on the idea reported in Ref. 41 in which classical-quantum correspondence was proposed. Recently, experimental demonstrations of the quantum annealing have been done. [42] [43] [44] [45] In this way, the quantum annealing is expected to be an efficient algorithm to solve optimization problems as well as the simulated annealing. [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] In this section, we consider a mechanism of annealing methods from a viewpoint of statistical physics.
Mechanism of simulated annealing
In the simulated annealing, we gradually decrease the temperature T and obtain the state when the temperature reaches to T = 0. To explain a mechanism of the simulated annealing, suppose we consider the Ising model on a square lattice with homogeneous ferromagnetic interaction. The Hamiltonian of the system is given by where i, j denotes the nearest-neighbor spin pairs on a square lattice. The ground state of the system is completely ferromagnetic ordered state. It is only necessary to consider the ferromagnetic Ising spin system to show thermal fluctuation effect though the ground state is trivial. Hereafter, the Boltzmann constant is set to unity. First we consider the equilibrium state of the system on a 64 × 64 square lattice with periodic boundary condition. At high temperatures, all spins are randomly oriented as shown in the right panel of Fig. 1 . As the temperature decreases, short-range ferromagnetic correlation grows, which is shown in the middle panel of Fig. 1 . At zero temperature, all spins are parallel, i.e., completely ferromagnetic ordered state shown in the left panel of Fig. 1 appears. As described before, the ground state can be definitely obtained when we decrease the temperature slow enough.
15 This is because the system stays close to the equilibrium at each temperature.
In practice, however, we decrease the temperature with finite speed in the simulated annealing. Then, it is important to consider dynamic nature of the Ising model. There are many types of implementation methods of time evolution. We now focus on the Monte Carlo method which is a stochastic method described in Appendix A. Here we adopt the heat-bath method as the transition probability (see Appendix A). We prepare a random spin configuration depicted in Fig. 2(a) as the initial state. The initial temperature is set to T 0 /J = 10, which is much higher than the energy scale of magnetic interaction J. Next we decrease the temperature with the following schedule:
where τ −1 is the sweeping speed. At t = τ , the temperature becomes zero. Figure 2 (b) shows snapshots of spin configuration at t = τ for various τ 's.
Here we study the dynamics for τ = 10 3 in detail. To consider the dynamics from a microscopic viewpoint, we calculate the internal energy E(t) at t. To quantify the similarity between present state and the ground state, we consider the quantity: (E g.s. − E(t))/E g.s. where E g.s. is the internal energy of the ground state. Figure 2 (c) shows time development of the internal energy and snapshots at several t's for τ = 10 3 . As shown in Fig. 2 (c), the microscopic state does not almost change at all after t/τ = 0.95. In other words, the state is trapped by the domain wall effect. Here we estimate the probability to break domain walls. The spin indicated by the dotted square in Fig. 2(d) flips with the probability:
which is very small probability at low temperatures. For example, at T /J = 0.5 corresponding to t/τ = 0.95 where the snapshot began to almost stop, p flip = 0.00034. Then it is difficult to break domain wall once the domain wall forms. In order to avoid the domain wall problem, we have to decrease the temperature as slow as possible. Finally, we show τ -dependence of the internal energy E(τ ) obtained by the simulated annealing in Fig. 2 (e).
Mechanism of quantum annealing
In the quantum annealing, we introduce a quantum field and gradually decrease the quantum field at zero temperature. We obtain the state at zero quantum field as the final state. In order to show a mechanism of the quantum annealing, we consider the Ising model with homogeneous ferromagnetic interaction as in the case of the simulated annealing. When the cost function of optimization problem can be described by the Ising model, we often use the transverse field as the quantum field in the quantum annealing. Then the total Hamiltonian is given bŷ
whereσ α i denotes the α-component of the Pauli matrix at the site i (α = x, y, z). There are many types of implementation methods of the quantum annealing, for example, quantum Monte Carlo simulation, realtime dynamics, and time-dependent density matrix renormalization group (t-DMRG).
53, 54 Here we focus on the quantum annealing using the realtime evolution which will be explained in Appendix B.
We consider Γ-dependence of eigenstates and eigenenergies. The ground state depends on the magnitude of transverse field Γ. When Γ = 0, the ground state is completely ferromagnetic ordered state expressed as |↑↑ · · · ↑ or |↓↓ · · · ↓ . Hereσ (|↑ + |↓ ). The purpose of the quantum annealing is to obtain the ground state at Γ = 0. In this case, the ground state at Γ = 0 is trivial. In general, however, it is difficult to obtain the ground state at Γ = 0 of the Hamiltonian with inhomogeneous interactions for large N . In contrast, the ground state of the Ising models at Γ → ∞ is definitely a trivial state expressed as |→→ · · · → . Then, we can easily prepare the initial state and obtain the ground state at Γ = 0 by just decreasing transverse field in the quantum annealing.
We calculate eigenenergies of the Hamiltonian given by Eq. (12) . Figure  3 (a) depicts eigenenergies of the model on 3 × 3 square lattice with periodic boundary condition. The bold curve in Fig. 3(a) displays Γ-dependence of eigenenergy of the ground state. The curve is smoothly connected between the eigenenergy at large Γ's and that at Γ = 0. Thus, if we can prepare the ground state at finite Γ as the initial state, we can definitely obtain the ground state at Γ = 0 in the adiabatic limit.
In practice, however, we decrease the quantum field with finite speed. Then, a nonadiabatic transition occurs during the protocol of the quantum annealing. To show nonadiabatic transition effect, we demonstrate the quantum annealing. The initial transverse field is set to be Γ 0 /J = 10, which is much larger than the scale of magnetic interaction J. We prepare the ground state at Γ 0 /J as the initial state. Next we decrease the transverse field with the following schedule:
which is the same schedule as Eq. (10). As mentioned above, the ground state at Γ = 0 is completely ferromagnetic ordered state. The fidelity between the ground state and the state at t obtained by the quantum annealing is calculated. The fidelity is defined by
where |ψ(t) is the wavefunction at t obtained by the quantum annealing and |φ g.s. is the wavefunction of the ground state at Γ = 0. When the fidelity closes to 1, the present state obtained by the quantum annealing is similar with the ground state. Figure 3(b) shows the similarity between the present state and the ground state 1 − F (t) as a function of t for some sweeping speeds τ −1 . As sweeping speed τ −1 increases, 1 − F (t) does not reach to zero. Figure 3(c) shows the sweeping speed τ −1 -dependence of the fidelity at t = τ . As the sweeping speed τ −1 increases, 1 − F (τ ) increases, which comes from the nonadiabatic transition. Then, in order to avoid the nonadiabatic transition, we have to decrease the quantum field as slow as possible. 
Phase transitions
In Sec. 3, we reviewed mechanisms of the simulated annealing and that of the quantum annealing. In both cases, we introduce a controllable parameter which represents some kind of fluctuation and gradually decrease the parameter. We can prevent unpreferable transition to excited states by decreasing the fluctuation parameter as slow as possible. Then, annealing methods such as the simulated annealing and quantum annealing seem to be versatile for optimization problems. However, we face with difficulties which come from phase transition in annealing methods. As shown above, cost function of most optimization problems with discrete variables can be represented by Hamiltonian of discrete spin systems. According to statistical physics, discrete spin systems exhibit a phase transition in many cases. If there is a transition point in the protocol of annealing methods, it becomes difficult to obtain the best solution. Phase transitions are divided into two types according to singularity in physical quantities. If the first-order derivative of the free energy is discontinuous, the transition is of the first order and called discontinuous phase transition or first-order phase transition. When the second-order or higherorder derivative of the free energy is discontinuous or divergent, the transition is called continuous transition. When the second-order derivative of the free energy is first discontinuous or divergent, the phase transition is called second-order phase transition. In this section, we explain inherent problem in annealing methods when the system exhibits a phase transition.
First-order phase transition
When a first-order phase transition takes place in the protocol of annealing method, it is difficult to obtain the stable state because of existence of metastable states. As stated above, the first derivative of free energy is discontinuous or divergent at the first-order phase transition point. Typical example of first-order phase transition in nature is ice-water phase transition at 0
• C under atmospheric pressure. When we decrease the temperature rapidly under atmospheric pressure, water does not change into ice even below 0
• C though the equilibrium state of H 2 O is ice below 0 • C. This behavior is called supercooled phenomenon. The supercooled phenomenon also appears in many magnetic and electronic compounds when we decrease the temperature rapidly. In these materials, hysteresis curve of the physical quantities such as magnetization obtained by the first derivative of free energy is observed. The hysteresis curve indicates the existence of metastable states. Once the state is trapped in the metastable state, to reach the stable state is difficult.
The same situation happens in theoretical models in which a first-order phase transition occurs. Typical examples of these models are the BlumeEmery-Griffiths model 55 and the Wajnflasz-Pick model. 56 The Hamiltonians of the Blume-Emery-Griffiths model and the Wajnflasz-Pick model are respectively represented by
The former Hamiltonian was proposed in order to explain the phase transition nature of 3 He-4 He mixture. 55 The latter one can analyze the phase transition behavior of spin-crossover materials, and the number of +1 states and that of −1 states in the latter Hamiltonian are g + and g − , respectively.
57-63 Furthermore, we can transfer the Wajnflasz-Pick model into the following Hamiltonian at finite temperature T :
The bias of g + and g − induces the temperature-dependent chemical potential.
These models given by Eq. (15) and Eqs. (16) and (17) are generalized Ising models and exhibit a thermal-induced first-order phase transition for a certain parameter region. When we decrease the temperature rapidly, hysteresis curve appears in these models. Since the cost function of optimization problems with discrete variables can be represented by Hamiltonian of discrete spin systems, a first-order phase transition sometimes occurs in optimization problems. If the supercooled phenomenon occurs in optimization problems because of first-order phase transition, we cannot obtain the best solution definitely. Then, in order to improve annealing method, we should avoid the first-order phase transition point in the protocol of annealing method. In terms of the quantum annealing, difficulty in systems where a first-order phase transition appears can be explained as follows. The energy gap is likely to be exponentially small at the first-order phase transition point, which leads to exponential complexity. [64] [65] [66] In Ref. 67 , the authors concluded that the exact cover problem, which is a typical optimization problem, in the quantum annealing exhibits a first-order phase transition. Recently, the authors in Ref. 68 studied antiferromagnetic fluctuation effect in the ferromagnetic p-spin model with transverse field with the quantum annealing in mind. Originally, the model exhibits a first-order phase transition. However, they found that we can make a path that avoids the first-order phase transition point.
Second-order phase transition
When a second-order phase transition occurs in optimization problems, we face with other type of difficulty caused by critical slowing down. As described before, the first derivative of free energy is analytic but the second derivative of free energy is discontinuous or divergent at the second-order phase transition point. Physical quantities can be described by power-law behavior near the second-order phase transition point. Suppose we consider the magnetic system in which a second-order phase transition occurs at T = T c , where T c is called critical temperature. The specific heat C, magnetization m, and magnetic susceptibility χ near the critical point behave as
where α, β, and γ are critical exponents. Each critical exponent does not have an independent value and α + 2β + γ = 2 called the Rushbrooke relation is satisfied. Although the relations given by Eq. (18) are behavior in equilibrium state, a similar relation exists in nonequilibrium process. An order parameter which describes the second-order phase transition reaches to the equilibrium value with exponential decay except at the critical temperature. However, the order parameter reaches to the equilibrium value with a power-law decay at the critical temperature. The relaxation time τ relates to the correlation length ξ. When a second-order phase transition takes place, the relaxation time diverges in the thermodynamic limit, which is represented as
where z is called the dynamical critical exponent. A typical example of system in which a second-order phase transition occurs is the ferromagnetic Ising model given by Eq. (9) . The ferromagnetic Ising model is the simplest model and exhibits order-disorder transition with spontaneous symmetry breaking.
The critical slowing down relates to the domain-wall problem called the Kibble-Zurek phenomena. 69, 70 The performance of annealing methods has been studied in terms of the Kibble-Zurek mechanism. [71] [72] [73] Since the cost function of optimization problems with discrete variables can be represented by Hamiltonian of discrete spin systems, a second-order phase transition sometimes occurs as well as a first-order phase transition. Then, in order to make annealing methods more efficient, we should avoid the second-order phase transition point in the protocol of annealing method.
Potts model with invisible states
In order to change phase transition nature with fixing a symmetry which breaks at the transition point, a new discrete spin model called Potts model with invisible states was proposed. 74 In this section, we explain phase transition behavior of the model. In condensed matter physics and materials science, when we find a phase transition with discrete symmetry breaking in real materials or complicated theoretical models, we often analyze the phase transition nature using the Potts model. 32 The Potts model is a cornerstone of discrete spin models in statistical physics. In fact, the analysis using the Potts model succeeded in many cases.
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Suppose we consider a phase transition with q-fold symmetry breaking in d dimension. In order to investigate the phase transition, we often refer the phase transition nature of ferromagnetic q-state Potts model on d-dimensional lattice. The Hamiltonian of the model is given by 74 The Hamiltonian is given by
If and only if 1 ≤ s i = s j ≤ q, interaction between the i-th and j-th sites works. Then, the state s i (≥ q + 1) is regarded as redundant states. Here the redundant states are called invisible states. In the ground state, all spins have the same value from 1 to q and q-fold symmetry is broken. When r = 0, the model represented by Eq. (21) is equivalent to the standard Potts model given by Eq. (20) . Thus, the model is a straightforward generalization of the Potts model. In order to clarify the effect of invisible states, let us show another representation of the Potts model with invisible states when r ≥ 1:
It should be noted that the Hamiltonian given by Eq. (22) is the same as that given by Eq. (21) at each temperature. This fact can be confirmed by comparing partition functions of both models. Note that the spin s i in the Hamiltonian given by Eq. (21) takes from 1 to q + r whereas the spin σ i in the Hamiltonian given by Eq. (22) Here we consider two-spin systems of the Potts model with invisible states given by Eq. (21) comparing with the standard ferromagnetic Potts model given by Eq. (20) . In the standard ferromagnetic Potts model, the ground-state energy is −J and the energy of excited states is 0, which is the same as the Potts model with invisible states. In both models, the number of ground states is q. However the number of excited states in each model is different. The number of excited states in the standard ferromagnetic Potts model is q 2 − q whereas that in the Potts model with invisible states is q 2 − q + 2qr + r 2 . Thus, the number of excited states increases due to existence of invisible states. The increase of the number of excited states affects nature of phase transition.
Next we explain nature of phase transition in the Potts model with invisible states. In Refs. 74, 98, and 99, the authors investigated phase transition behavior of the Potts model with invisible states in two dimension for q ≤ 4 and large r. If there is no invisible states (r = 0), a second-order phase transition occurs in the model for q ≤ 4. The authors calculated temperature dependences of specific heat and order parameter which detects the q-fold symmetry breaking by Monte Carlo simulations. As the temperature decreases, the order parameter becomes non-zero value at the temperature where the specific heat has the maximum value. These behaviors suggest an existence of phase transition. In order to determine the order of the phase transition, probability distribution of internal energy at the temperature where the specific heat has the maximum value was calculated. The bimodal distribution was observed, which is a characteristic behavior of the first-order phase transition. Moreover, the finite-size scaling analysis of the first-order phase transition was performed. In the finite-size scaling analysis, the authors found that the latent heat remains in the thermodynamic limit. From the above results, a first-order phase transition occurs in the Potts model with invisible states in two dimension for large r even when q ≤ 4. In addition, the authors confirmed that as r increases, the transition temperature decreases but the latent heat increases.
The results obtained by Monte Carlo simulations suggest that the invisible states play a role to change phase transition nature. In Refs. 74, 98, and 99, to confirm the fact, the authors also studied the phase transition of the Potts model with invisible states by the Bragg-Williams approximation which is a kind of mean-field analysis. The Bragg-Williams approximation of the standard ferromagnetic Potts model given by Eq. (20) concludes that a second-order phase transition occurs when q = 2 whereas a first-order phase transition occurs when q ≥ 3.
100 Here we explain the Bragg-Williams approximation of the Potts model with invisible states. For convenience, we use the representation of Hamiltonian given by Eq. (22) . Let x α be the fraction of the α-th state (0 ≤ α ≤ q). Obviously, q α=0 x α = 1 is satisfied. Here α = 0 indicates the invisible state. Since now we consider the case that the q-fold symmetry breaks at the transition point, one of q-states is selected in the ferromagnetically ordered phase. The label of the selected state is set to α = 1. Then the fractions are given by
where 0 ≤ s, t ≤ 1. Then the internal energy E BW and the entropy S BW in the Bragg-Williams approximation are expressed as
Then, the free energy is given by
By analyzing the free energy, we can obtain the transition temperature and latent heat. As mentioned above, the Bragg-Williams approximation concludes that when there are no invisible states, a second-order phase transition occurs for q = 2 and a first-order phase transition occurs for q ≥ 3. Then we first focus on the case of q = 2. When (q, r) = (2, 1), (2, 2) , and (2,3), a second-order phase transition with twofold symmetry breaking occurs. In contrast, when q = 2 and r ≥ 4, a first-order phase transition occurs. In addition, the authors confirmed that when q ≥ 3, a first-order phase transition occurs regardless of r. Furthermore, as r increases, the transition temperature decreases but the latent heat increases. Then, the authors in Refs. 74, 98, and 99 concluded that the invisible states play a role to change to a first-order phase transition from a second-order phase transition. On other words, invisible states enlarge the latent heat and prevent the ordering. After the authors proposed the model, the phase transition nature of the model on various lattices was investigated by analytical calculations.
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Finally, we consider the structure of interaction in the Potts model with invisible states. We show another representation of the Potts model with invisible states. In the representation, the interaction tensor is used. 99 We first consider the standard ferromagnetic Potts model. Let S i be a q-dimensional binary vector. S i represents the microscopic state in the i-th site. Only one of elements in the vector is unity whereas the other elements are zero. The position of unity indicates the state, e.g., S i = T (0, 1, 0, · · · , 0) means that the state of the i-th spin is the second state. Here the symbol T is the transpose of vector. By using the vector representation, the Hamiltonian of standard ferromagnetic Potts model is given by
whereĴ is a q × q diagonal matrix:
In a similar way, we can represent the Hamiltonian of Potts model with invisible states. The Hamiltonian using the vector representation is given by
where T i is a (q + r)-dimensional binary vector andĴ is a (q + r) × (q + r)
From a viewpoint of interaction structure, the results obtained in previous studies can be summarized as follows. The order of phase transition can be changed by just expanding the space of the microscopic state. The invisible states correspond to zero elements in the interaction tensor. Some unconventional phase transitions found in two-dimensional frustrated systems can be represented by the Potts model with invisible states, which is an important progress in statistical physics and condensed matter physics. Unfortunately, the method to change the nature of phase transition is not efficient for annealing methods since the order of phase transition is only changed in this method. However, the method explained in this section is just a simple extension of the Potts model. There are many remaining degrees of freedom, e.g., off-diagonal elements in the interaction tensor. Then, we believe that we can avoid a phase transition by employing a similar strategy.
Conclusion and future perspective
In this paper, we reviewed a method to change nature of phase transition toward annealing methods. The annealing methods such as the simulated annealing and quantum annealing are regarded as an efficient general technique to solve optimization problems widely. In Sec. 2, as an example of optimization problems, we introduced the traveling salesman problem. The traveling salesman problem can be represented by the Ising model. In this way, most optimization problems with discrete variables can be represented by Hamiltonian of discrete spin systems. Then, we can use generic algorithms proposed in terms of physics -annealing method, to solve optimization problems.
In the simulated annealing, we introduce the temperature into optimization problems and gradually decrease the temperature. On the other hand, in the quantum annealing, the quantum field such as a transverse field in the Ising model is introduced, and the quantum field is decreased. The best solution of optimization problems can be definitely obtained when we decrease the temperature or quantum field slow enough. In Sec. 3, mechanisms of the simulated annealing and quantum annealing were explained by using the Ising model on a square lattice as an example.
Although the annealing methods are versatile methods for optimization problems, we face with difficulties which come from phase transition in the annealing procedure. We explained the difficulties when the first-order phase transition or second-order phase transition occur in the optimization problems in Sec. 4. Then, in order to improve annealing method more efficient, we should avoid the phase transition in the annealing methods. In Sec. 5, we showed a way to change nature of phase transition in the Potts model by introducing a new type of fluctuation called invisible state. The invisible state is redundant state, and the ground state in the Potts model with invisible states does not change that in the standard ferromagnetic Potts model. The authors in Refs. 74, 98, and 99 concluded that the invisible states play a role to change to a first-order phase transition from a second-order phase transition. Then, the method using the invisible states does not succeed to avoid the phase transition which induces the difficulty to obtain the best solution of optimization problems. However, study on phase transition nature in the Potts model with invisible states is just getting started. It is an important issue to explore inherent properties of invisible states. In addition, extensions of the Potts model with invisible states are interesting, which was explained in the end of Sec. 5. Moreover, in view of optimization problems, investigation of the effect of invisible states in spin systems with inhomogeneous interactions is significant.
A way to change nature of phase transition using invisible states is easy to implement for optimization problems as well as the temperature and quantum field which are used in typical annealing methods. Then, we strongly believe that underlying concept presented in this paper will be useful annealing methods to solve optimization problems.
In Sec. 3.1, we demonstrated the simulated annealing using the Monte Carlo method. In this appendix, we show how to implement the Monte Carlo method. Suppose we consider the Ising model with inhomogeneous interactions. The Hamiltonian is given by
The procedure of Monte Carlo method is as follows:
Step 1 We prepare an initial state.
Step 2 We choose a spin randomly.
Step 3 We calculate the local energy at the chosen site i. The local energy is defined by where the summation is over the nearest-neighbor sites of the i-th site. Note that the Hamiltonian can be represented using the local energy:
Step 4 We flip the chosen spin according to probability by some way. In general, the probability can be calculated by the local energy, which will be explained later.
Step 5 We continue the procedure from Step 2 to Step 4.
There are two famous decision rules of the probability. One is called the heat-bath method which is given by p HB (σ Both of them satisfy the detailed balance condition. However, the detailed balance condition is just a sufficient condition for stochastic process toward equilibrium state. Then, a decision rule of the probability without detailed balance condition was proposed. [106] [107] [108] Using the method, we can obtain the stable state efficiently. Recently, a mechanism of the method has been studied in terms of nonequilibrium statistical physics. [109] [110] [111] [112] In the simulated annealing, we decrease the temperature during the procedure from Step 2 to Step 5.
Appendix B. Real-time dynamics by Schrödinger equation
In Sec. 3.2, we demonstrated the quantum annealing based on real-time dynamics. In this appendix, we explain how to calculate real-time dynamics. We first consider time-independent Hamiltonian. The Schrödinger equation is given by where the Planck constant is set to unity. The time evolution of wave function is expressed as |ψ(t) = e −iĤt |ψ(t = 0) =:Û (t) |ψ(t = 0) , (B.2) whereÛ (t) is the time-evolution operator. For time-independent Hamiltonians, we can immediately obtain the wavefunction at time t if we assign the time t and the initial wave function |ψ(t = 0) . In order to compute the time-evolution operator, the Hamiltonian should be diagonalized. LetÛ be unitary matrix which diagonalizes the HamiltonianĤ. Then,
where D is the number of microscopic states. For S = 1/2 spin system with N sites, D = 2 N . By using the unitary matrixÛ, the time-evolution operator is given by The time evolution of wave function is formally described as |ψ(t) =T exp −i whereT is the time-ordered product of operators. In the quantum annealing, we introduce a quantum field and decrease gradually the quantum field. Then, we can obtain the time evolution of wave function by calculating Eq. (B.7).
